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Abstract
Existing models of post-fire erosion have focused primarily on using empirical or deterministic approaches to
predict the magnitude of response from catchments given some initial rainfall and burn conditions. These
models are concerned with reducing uncertainties associated with hydro-geomorphic transfer processes and
typically operate at event timescales. There have been relatively few attempts at modelling the stochastic
interplay between fire disturbance and rainfall as factors which determine the frequency and severity with which
catchments are conditioned (or primed) for a hazardous event. This process is sensitive to non-stationarity in fire
and rainfall regime parameters and therefore suitable for evaluating the effects of climate change and strategic
fire management on hydro-geomorphic hazards from burnt areas. In this paper we ask the question, “What is the
first-order effect of climate change on the interaction between fires and storms?” The aim is to isolate the effects
of fire and rainfall regimes on the frequency of extreme erosion events. Fire disturbance and storms are
represented as independent stochastic processes with properties of spatial extent, temporal duration, and
frequency of occurrence, and used in a germ-grain model to quantify the annual area affected by extreme
erosion events due to the intersection of fire disturbance and storms. The model indicates that the frequency of
extreme erosion events will increase as a result of climate change, although regions with frequent storms were
most sensitive.
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1. Introduction
Changes to catchment properties by wildfire can result in increased likelihood of hydro-geomorphic events such
as debris flows and flash floods. These events can represent a hazard to water supply systems (Smith et al.,
2011), infrastructure (Cannon and Gartner, 2005) and aquatic ecosystems (Bisson et al., 2003). The risk (or
probability and severity of consequence) associated with post-fire hydro-geomorphic events depends on the
vulnerability of assets in relation to the frequency and magnitude with which hazardous events occur. The
hazard (frequency and magnitude of events) is a function of the fire regime, the rainfall regime and their
interaction with the landscape (Nyman et al, 2013). While the frequency and magnitude relation is important
from a hazards perspective, it is also key to understanding long term erosion rates in forested systems (Kirchner
et al., 2001, Meyer et al., 2001, Pierce et al., 2004).

A general distinction can be made between model structures which predict magnitude of response and those that
predict the frequency of response (Nyman et al, 2013). Model structures that predict event magnitude after a
wildfire are concerned with how rainfall on burnt catchments translates to a response and use information on fire
severity, the landscape, and rainfall conditions to predict the magnitude of some response variable (Robichaud et
al., 2007, Cannon et al., 2010, Moody, 2012) . Model structures that are designed predict event frequency on the
other hand are concerned with the frequency and intensity with which fire and rainfall overlap with the
landscape in space and time (Benda and Dunne, 1997, Istanbulluoglu et al., 2004). The two modelling
components (frequency versus magnitude) represent different challenges in terms of how model uncertainties
are incorporated. In predictions of event magnitude, the response models are usually deterministic and aim to
reduce uncertainties associated with hydrological transfer processes. In models of event frequency the challenge
is to incorporate the uncertainties as to what may or may not happen through a probabilistic approach.

The scope of existing modelling tools has been driven largely by the need for understanding post-fire hydrogeomorphic processes and predicting events in a given area after a fire has occurred (i.e. the catchment
conditions and the fire event are given). At this temporal scale there is a “window of risk” (Prosser and
Williams, 1998) for several years within which severe erosion events may occur, depending on whether a storm
event of sufficient magnitude occurs within the burnt areas. When a storm does occur in a burnt area, the
magnitude of the erosion event is determined through response models which are dependent on many factors
including soil properties, topography, and fire impact (the departure from background conditions). Models that
quantify hazards during a “window of risk” are by definition restricted to within-burn time scales and not
designed to represent both fire and rainfall regimes as variable and non-stationary components of risk. However,
both fire and rainfall regimes vary spatially and are sensitive to changing climate (Groisman et al., 1999,
Hennessy et al., 2005, Lynch et al., 2007, Bradstock et al., 2009, Flannigan et al., 2009, Williams et al., 2009,
Brown et al., 2010) and furthermore, fire regimes can be modified directly through fuel management and
suppression (Cary et al., 2009, Price and Bradstock, 2011). Predicting the geomorphic and hydrological
response of forested systems to such changes in landscape processes is important for understanding disturbance
regimes and geomorphic processes in forested catchments (Dale et al., 2001, Istanbulluoglu et al., 2004).
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Predicting the frequency and magnitude of events under variable fire and rainfall regimes involves capturing the
nature of the interaction between the causes of risk: fires and rainfall events. The physical modelling of fires,
rainfall and subsequent erosion events is potentially a very complex undertaking, requiring detailed
deterministic fire and erosion models with many parameters and time-series of forcing inputs. Application of
this modelling approach across landscapes is constrained by the availability of the high-resolution data required
to fit the models. The deterministic representation of fire and erosion processes can result in very high epistemic
uncertainties, due to the large number parameters and modelling steps. These uncertainties in turn can obscure
the effects of key elements within the system, such as the frequency of fire and rainfall events.
In this paper we ask the question, “What is the first-order effect of the interaction between fires and storms?”
When assessing changes in risk as a result of different fire regimes and/or climate change, we argue that the
most important property of the system is the “volume” of the intersection in space and time of burnt areas and
storms. The modelling focus should therefore be directed at the overlap between fire and storm events, rather
than at the geophysical processes that drive them individually. We propose a novel method to quantify the size
of this intersection as a function of the regional fire regime and the local rainfall properties. We then apply the
model to SE Australia to illustrate how parameters can be obtained from readily available data on fire and
rainfall regimes.

2. Coverage model (derivation and general definition)
2.1 Coverage Model
We view burn impacts and rain storms as spatial-temporal processes which can be described in terms of their
rate of occurrence, their duration and their area. Erosion events in forests occur when rain storms overlap with
burnt areas (Fig. 1). The actual magnitude of these erosion events depends on the intensity of rainfall and the
susceptibility of the landscape to erosion. In this paper we develop a coverage model which quantifies the size
of the intersection between burned areas and storm events that exceed some threshold for a particular response,
assuming that the size of the intersection is related to the degree with which the landscape is primed for
particular response. The intensity and duration of rain storms are defined for a particular landscape based on
rainfall thresholds associated with a pre-defined erosion response. For runoff-generated debris flows after
wildfire in western US, for instance, the 30-minute rainfall intensity threshold has been found to vary between
10 and 30 mm h-1(Wells, 1987;Cannon et al, 2001a, Cannon et al, 2008).

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fig. 1 here >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The term coverage process refers to any stochastic process consisting of a number of sets, usually in some
Euclidean space

, where we are interested in the volume of some fixed set

which is covered by these

random sets. A particular type of coverage process is the germ-grain model, in which the random sets are
generated by taking a Poisson process (the germs) and then at each point centering independent and identically
distributed (or iid) random sets (the grains). Our model uses two independent germ-grain processes, one for
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storms and the other for fires. Our space will be

, where the first two dimensions are space (

) and the

third is time (years). The set represents the catchment for a single year, and we are interested in the “risk set”

(1)

Here

has dimensions

. Our fire process will model fire events as patches of disturbance, and

our storm process will model high-intensity storm cells, the combination of which is known to have the potential
to cause high-magnitude erosion events. Here the duration of a burn impact is the time it takes for the vegetation
to recover (a year), rather than the time the fire is active (a couple of days), so the fire duration is really the fire
recovery time. Thus we can interpret the volume of

, that is

, as the erosion hazard due to the overlap

between storms and burnt areas. As an example of two independent and overlapping germ-grain processes we
simulated fire and storm events over 50 years and show a single realisation of these random processes in a 1000
× 1000 km area (Fig. 2).

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fig. 2 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

We need some notation to describe storm and fire processes
λ = fire event rate (km-2 year-1)
μ = storm event rate (km-2 year-1)
α = E||fire event|| (km2 × years)
β = E||rainfall event|| (km2 × years)
Given these definitions, our main result for this section is that

(2)

This formula is an analytic solution to the germ and grain process which calculates the size of the spatial and
temporal overlap of burnt areas and rain storms using information on the size, duration and frequency of fire and
storms. Note that this formula only requires the expected size and rate of fires and storms, and does not depend
on their shape. We will use this result to explore the impact of changing burn and storm properties on highmagnitude erosion events.

It is also possible to say something about how variable
and

be a typical fire event centered at the origin,

a typical storm event centered at the origin (recall that we model fire and storm events as iid sequences).

Define
by adding

and
to each element of . Note that while

does when
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is. Let

. We have

, where

is just the set obtained

does not depend on the shape of ,

(3)

A measure of variation in
variation in

is useful if the variation from year to year is important. For instance, large

, would mean that the coincidence of burnt areas and rain storms can be expected to be highly

variable between years. Proofs for these results appear in the appendix.

Before we consider the problem of estimating , ,

and , it is worth collating the assumptions inherent in our

model, and some of their implications.

2.2 Model assumptions
1.

Burnt areas and rainfall events are independent of each other

2.

The size/shape of burnt areas and storms are iid

3.

Burn impacts and storms are uniformly distributed in space

4.

The rate at which fire and storm events occur is constant

For Assumption 1 we need to consider dependence in time and space. At the time scale of the model, temporal
independence between fires and storms is reasonable. While the fire is actually burning it may affect local
precipitation, but this is only a short term effect compared to the time for which burnt landscape is susceptible to
erosion events. Perhaps more important is dependence caused by the geography, which will effect patterns of
burning and precipitation. This dependence will effect the shape of fires and storms (grains) as the degree of
burning or intensity of rainfall may be different upslope or downslope, for example. That is, local geography
could affect the intersections of fires and storms. Practically, ignoring such affects means that our risk measure,
, could also have a local component, in that the rate at which risk is converted to actual erosion events
depends on the type of landscape the catchment is situated in.

Assumption 2 is saying that the local geography is homogenous across the catchment, so that the shapes of burn
areas or storms are statistically similar from one end to the other. Independence of the grains also means that
burn areas/storms do not interact if they overlap in space and time.

Assumption 3 is saying that fires and storms are equally likely across the catchment. There will be large scale
(germ) effects on the location of fires (more frequent in mountainous areas, for example) and storms (regional
weather patterns). By ignoring these effects we are assuming that the catchment area is topographically
homogenous (which is not to say flat, but the same type throughout) and with similar weather/vegetation
patterns throughout. This means that our fitted model parameters will be specific for the type of catchment being
modeled.
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Assumption 4 is about seasonality. That is, we are supposing that there are no seasonal patterns in fire and storm
events. This is clearly not the case, but we argue that the model will still give useful results. The reason is that
burnt areas remain susceptible to erosion events for a long period of time: a year or more. Thus, even though
there will be seasonal patterns to fires, storms and high-magnitude erosion events, we can in effect spread them
out over the year. The practical implication is that we need to ensure that the rates we use for fires and storms
are annual rates.

2.3 Rate at which sediment is generated by debris flows
The effects of wildfire on runoff and sediment availability can result in increased susceptibility to extreme
erosion processes such as runoff generated debris flows (Cannon, 2001b, Nyman et al., 2011, García-Ruiz et al.,
2012). In forested systems wildfire can therefore operate as a control on the delivery of sediments from
headwaters to valley-bottoms and streams (Istanbulluoglu et al., 2004). Predicting the frequency of post-fire
debris flows is therefore important for understanding stream processes and sediment dynamics in upland areas.
Let

be the rate at which the coincidence of storms and burnt areas resulted in debris flows (from Assumption 1

above we imagine that this will dependent of the type of landscape in which the catchment is situated), and let
be the mean sediment yield from debris flows (Mg km-2). Given
knew and

, then the product of these three, that is

, the expected size of the risk set, if we

, would give the average annual yield of

sediment delivered from post-fire debris flows. The sediment yield per unit area from runoff generated debris
flows in Victorian uplands has been measured, and ranges from 1.20 × 104 Mg km-2 to 2.70 × 104 Mg km-2 (mean
= 1.8 × 104 Mg km-2) (Nyman et al., 2011). It is convenient to divide

by

, or equivalently to set the

volume of the catchment to 1. If we assume transport limited conditions this means that the model output is
equal to the annual average mass of sediment generated per unit vulnerable area. The rate can in principle also
be estimated, however if, as here, we are only interested in how the sediment delivery will change in response to
changing fire and rainfall regimes, then it is sufficient to consider

M.

3. Parameter estimation
3.1 Runoff-generated debris flows
We adopt a threshold-based approach to modelling the sediment debris flow response from forests burnt by
wildfire. Recent studies have found the initiation of runoff-generated debris flows to be most sensitive to peak
rainfall intensities at relatively short timescales (< 0.5 hours) (Kean et al., 2011, Staley et al., 2012). Debris
flows in the eastern Victorian uplands are triggered by rainfall events with half hour rainfall intensity of at least
35 mm h-1 (Nyman et al., 2011). Note that, with reference to Assumption 1 and the definition of

above, this

threshold approach to the rainfall means that we are only considering storms which can produce debris flows, at
least in our landscape of interest. The chosen threshold thus implicitly incorporates understanding of the rate at
which the coincidence of storms and burnt areas results in debris flows, and we thus expect to have

.

Catchments are most vulnerable to erosion immediately following burning, and in southeast Australia post-fire
debris flows have been observed only during the first year following wildfire. We therefore set the duration of
wildfire impact (window of disturbance) to one year.
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3.2 Rainfall
From the above considerations, we restrict our attention to short intense storm cells, of duration 0.5 hours and
intensity at least 35 mm h-1. Such storm cells tend to be small, so we take them to have an area of 10 km2. This
gives

. Storms of this size and duration occur at different frequencies depending

on the local rainfall regime. A local rainfall regime is typically described in terms of the intensity-frequencyduration (IFD) curve and the depth-area-reduction factor (DARF). Both are statistical descriptions of rainfall
which have been obtained from historical rainfall records. The following section describes how the IFD curve
and DARF are used to calculate the rate at which rain storms of a given size and duration appear in the
landscape.

To calculate we used data from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM). Let
intensity at time and spatial co-ordinates

, and define, for duration

be the rainfall

(in

) and area ,

(4)
That is,

is the average rainfall intensity at

over the time period

is the rainfall intensity averaged over the time period
here

is the area of , rather than the volume. Let

values of

and

the functions and

. Let

, and

and over the area . Note that
and

be a frequency (in

denote randomly sampled
), and

an area centered at

, then

are defined by

(5)

We call

a rainfall intensity-frequency-duration (IFD) curve and is called a depth-area-reduction factor

(DARF) (Fig. 3a). Note that we will generally drop the

from

,

and , where it is unambiguous to do

so. From Fig. 3a we see that the depth area reduction factor is
Storm duration
-1

has been fixed at 0.5 hours, that is

for storm areas of

= 10 km2.

, for storms with intensity >

2

35 mm h and area 10 km .Thus the frequency of these events, , satisfies

.

(6)

Using IFD data from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology this gives values of f ranging from 2.3 to 5.8, for
areas in southeast Australia where post-fire debris flows have been recorded (Fig. 3b). Given

we get

, which values are given in Table 1. The method used to obtain the rainfall regime parameters
8

was developed around the availability of rainfall data (IFD and DARF) from existing records. More
sophisticated methods for representing spatial temporal properties are available (see Onof et al., 2000, Wheater
et al., 2005)) and can be incorporated in future model development.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fig. 3 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Table 1 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

3.3 Current and future wildfire regimes
If you ignore the shapes of grains in a germ-grain model and just look at their size, you get a compound Poisson
process, and these can be found in the literature as fire models (Podur et al., 2010). We use historical fire data
from Victoria and Australian Capital Territory to test the assumptions underlying the compound Poisson model,
and estimate the rate and mean size of fires (Fig. 4). The distribution of fire sizes displays power law
behavior (Fig. 4a). This suggests a Pareto distribution, though note that two or three parameter Weibull
distributions have also been found to fit fire size data (Cui and Perera, 2008). We restricted the fires to those
greater than 10 km2 in size, as smaller fires are usually not intense enough to trigger high-magnitude erosion
events. For these fires the average rate of occurrence was 9.41 × 10-5 and 1.85 × 10-4 km2 year-1 for Victoria and
the Australian Capital Territory respectively, highlighting the regional difference in fire regimes. Wildfires in
the Australian Capital Territory are on average smaller and more frequent than in Victoria. The average size of
wildfires > 10 km2 was 201 km2 and 67 km2 for Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory respectively. The
interarrival times for fires > 10 km2 were approximately exponentially distributed (Fig. 4b), supporting the idea
that they occur according to a Poisson process.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fig. 4 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

3.4 The effect of climate change on fire frequency
A Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI), based on meteorological variables of rainfall, evaporation, wind
temperature and humidity can be used to predict the effect of climate change on fire regimes (McArthur, 1967,
Hennessy et al., 2005, Lucas et al., 2007, Bradstock et al., 2008, Dowdy et al., 2009). Climate change
projections for southeast Australia indicate that the average FFDI and the number of days with extreme FFDI
values will increase (Hennessy et al., 2005, Lucas et al., 2007). The annual FFDI in the region is expected to
increase by 2-10% by 2020 and 5-30% by 2050, while the number of days with very high/extreme FFDI is
likely to increase by 4-25% and 15-70% by 2020 and 2050 respectively (Hennessy et al., 2005). The effect of
these changes in FFDI on fire regimes in Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory has not yet been
quantified. However, in similar Eucalypt forests in the Sydney region Bradstock et al. (2009) used a statistical
analysis of fire history data and to show empirically that the probability of large fires (> 10 km2) may increase
by 20-84% as result of the changes to FFDI predicted by Hennessy et al. (2005) for 2050 under different climate
change scenarios. Thus in this study we use the range of 20-84% increase in probability of large fires as a basis
with which to explore the potential effects of climate change on erosion due to debris flows in burnt forests. The
average fire size was kept constant while the event rate λ was adjusted to produce a new fire rate (λcc) which
corresponds to either the lower (20%) or the upper (85%) range of increased ignition probabilities (Table 1). In
9

the next section we use the parameters in Table 1 to explore the relative changes in the intensity of the
interaction between rain storms and burnt areas.

4. Model Application
In Section 2.3 we introduced the parameter

as the rate at which debris flow opportunities actually result in

debris flows. In dry Eucalypt forest of southeast Australia, for the threshold value of rainfall intensity
considered in Section 3.1, we expect

. Taking

and

Mg km-2 we can give our

model outputs in terms the average long term sediment yield (Mg km-2 year-1) from post-fire debris flows in
vulnerable areas. Note that this calculation assumes a transport limited system where sediment produced from a
debris flows is independent of the frequency, although with further model development it may be possible to
account for sediment infilling between events.
For current fire regimes in Victoria and ACT, the long term yield in the model ranged from 0.5 × 102 to 1.25 ×
102 Mg km-2 year-1 (Fig. 5a). These values fall in the same region as background erosion rates of ≈ 1.0 × 102 Mg
km-2 year-1 reported for forests in the region (Smith, 1985, Loughran et al., 2004). The similarity between our
modelled long-term erosion rates from post-fire debris flows, and longer term rates of erosion, supports the
notion that erosion in forests is low in undisturbed conditions, and that over time the sediment delivery is driven
by the episodic events (debris flows) which are captured by the coverage model. The average return interval of
debris flows was calculated from 1/γ, where γ is the average long term sediment yield (Mg km-2 year-1) divided
by M (the average sediment yield from individual debris flows). The model predicts an average return interval
of 144 – 360 years (Fig. 5b) which is within the return interval obtained at Myrtle Creek, Victoria (243 – 342
years) through radiocarbon dating of charcoal fragments in debris flow deposits (Smith et al., 2012) but slightly
lower than the values obtained for debris flows in the Cotter Catchments in Australian Capital Territory (410 –
440) (Worthy and Wasson, 2004, Worthy, 2006).

The model indicates that local rainfall regimes may have large impacts on sediment delivery from debris flows.
For current fire regimes a 2.1 fold increase in storm event rate from at Kilmore (μ = 1.96 × 10-2) to Bright (μ =
4.27 × 10-2) (Table 1) resulted in a similar shift in the amount of sediment delivered from debris flows.
However, the strength of the rainfall regime effect (or slope) was dependent on the fire regime, with Victoria
being slightly more sensitive to changes in rainfall regimes than ACT. This means that increasing fire frequency
due to climate change resulted in increased sensitivity to changes in storm event rates. Or in other words,
increasing storm event rates will have large effects on landscape response when fire impacts are more frequent
in the landscape. Victoria was more sensitive to changes in fire frequency than the ACT, because of its
relatively large average fire size (210 km-2 in Victoria compared to 67 km-2 in ACT). The model indicates that
climate effects on fire frequency could result in a 1.1 to 1.8 fold increase in the average annual erosion rates
from debris flows by 2050, with the magnitude of the shift depending on the local rainfall regimes and the
average fire size.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fig. 5 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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5. Conclusion
Fire and rainfall processes operate in the landscapes to produce a mosaic with erosion events occurring as
“episodic patches of activity” (Miller et al., 2003). Under this description, the patches are determined by
intersection between storms and burnt areas, and the activity (erosion processes) is determined by landscape
attributes and the sensitivity to fire impacts. If one's aim is to predict the likelihood of water quality impact
following fire then the modelling effort should focus on activity (erosion processes) and how this changes with
different rainfall inputs and fire severities. If the aim is to quantify risk within a catchment in the context of, for
example climate change, then the focus should be on the interaction between storms and burnt areas. Separating
between these different sources of uncertainty is important when moving towards risk-based approaches in
wildfire and forest management (Hyde et al., 2012, Thompson et al, 2011).

In this paper we have shown how coverage processes provide a powerful framework within which the
interaction of burnt areas and storms can be quantified. The expected area of intersection

is a measure of

event frequency that is independent of the landscape vulnerability and the sediment transfer processes that occur
following fire. It represents the average annual area (

) where fire and rainfall satisfy the

conditions known to be required for high-magnitude erosion events to occur in a particular landscape. Assuming
a vulnerable landscape where all these potential erosion events actually occur, and given an estimate of the size
of these erosion events, we get the annual average sediment load from the particular processes being considered
in the coverage model. Essentially the model output is a function of both the coincidence of burnt areas and
storms (patches or intersections) and the vulnerability of the landscape (erosion and sediment transfer
processes). Here, we were specifically interested in debris flows in Eucalypt forest of SE Australia and therefore
used a known half-hour rainfall threshold for post-fire debris flow initiation as a response threshold. Other
thresholds may apply for different environments and processes. The strength of the model is that it responds
directly to changes in fire disturbance and rainfall regimes.

Our risk model has a number of applications. To quantify the effect of climate change on the risk of highmagnitude erosion events, we need to quantify the effect of climate change on , ,

and . In this paper we

modelled the effect of climate change on fire frequency ( ) and used this to evaluate climate change effects on
erosion regimes in different rainfall regimes. This approach could be extended to include climate change effect
on fire-size and storm frequency. Another immediate application of the model is to quantify the effect of
planned burns. That is, we consider fires to be either low-impact planned burns or high-impact wildfires, each
with their own frequency and size parameters. As we increase the frequency of prescribed burns the frequency
of wildfires will reduce (e.g. Bradstock et al., 2012). Provided we can quantify the relative frequencies of
prescribed burns and wildfires, we can use the model to quantify the change in the risk of high-magnitude
erosion events. By representing the first order effects of fire and rainfall on catchment processes the coverage
model is able to capture, with relative few parameters, the key factors that contribute to changes in risk over
time.
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8. Appendix: Germ and grain model
Suppose that we have two independent Boolean models in
stationary Poisson processes with intensities

and

. That is, let

, and let

sequences of random sets, then our two models are
of

then the intersection of ,

and

and

be independent

be mutually independent i.i.d.

and

. Let

and is given by

. Let

be a Borel subset
denote the

content (Lebesgue measure) of , then we have:

8.1 Proposition
If
the

then
and

, where

respectively. Moreover, let

and

and

are random sets, distributed as
, then

8.2 Proof
Let

, then from Hall [1988] Equation (3.4) we

have

Note that the result still holds when

or

For the variance we note first that

From Hall (1988) Equation (3.6) and preceding calculations

Thus
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Tables

Table 1. Storm and fire regime parameters for debris flow prone regions in southeast Australia.

Location

Catchment
area

Storm event
rate

a

×10

-2

Storm size

Fire event

Fire size

rate

Fire event rate
with climate
change

×10

-4

×10

-4

(2050)b
×10-4

||Ω||

μ

β

λ

α

λcc

km2* years

km-2 year-1

km2 *year

km-2 year-1

km2 *year

km-2 year-1

5.7

0.941

201

1.13 – 1.74

5.7

1.850

67

2.22 – 3.42

Victoria

Licola
Bright

3.20
1

Kilmore

4.27
1.96

Australian Capital Territory

Namadgi
NP

1

2.85

a

Based on intensity-frequency-duration coefficients from Australian Bureau of Meteorology.

b

Parameters for climate change scenarios obtained based on predictions in Hennessy et al. (2005) and Bradstock

et al. (2009).
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Figures

Fig. 1. The model is focused on quantifying the size of the intersection between storm events and burnt areas.
The size of this area, or the risk set R, is proportional to the rate at which sediment is being produced from
erosion events, which are defined by landscape-specific rainfall thresholds associated with a particular response,
such as flash floods or debris flows.
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Fig.2. A single realisation of rain storms and burn impacts in space (1000 km x 1000 km) and time (50 years).
For burn impacts in this hypothetical scenario the mean radius of the disc shaped burn areas is 100 km, the
duration of impact is 2 years and the average return interval for wildfires is 20 years. The corresponding values
for rain storms are 1 km, 30 minutes and 2 years. The risk set, R, where rain storm and burn impacts overlap, is
where extreme erosion events may occur.
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Fig. 3. a) Fixed area depth area reduction factor (DARF) for half hour rainfall fitted using equation by Leclerc
and Schaake (Leclerc and Schaake, 1972) and data from Miller et al. (Miller et al., 1973) and Osborn et al.
(Osborn et al., 1980). b) Storm event rate (μ; km-2 year-1) at four locations in southeast Australia as a function of
spatially averaged half-hour rainfall intensity for a storm area of 10 km2.
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Fig. 4. a) The fire size-frequency distribution for wildfire in Victoria (VIC) (1972-2009) and Australian Capital
Territory (ACT) (1936-1999). b) Inter-arrival time distributions for 1040 fires > 10 km2 in Victoria and ACT.
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Fig. 5. a) Annual average sediment load and b) average return interval for runoff generated debris flows in
susceptible catchments of burnt areas in southeast Australia as a function of storm event rates and for current
and future wildfire regimes. The model uses 30-minute rainfall intensity (I30) of 35 mm h-1 as a threshold for
debris flow initiation. Rainfall threshold and event-based sediment loads were obtained from Nyman et al
(2011). High and low climate change impacts correspond with lower and upper bounds of the range of impacts
from Bradstock et al. (2009).
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